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Deep Learning Prediction of Thunderstorm Severity
Using Remote Sensing Weather Data

Yaseen Essa , Hugh G. P. Hunt , Morné Gijben, and Ritesh Ajoodha

Abstract—Lightning is one of the leading causes of electrical
outages in South Africa, and the most severe weather-related killer
in the country. Unfortunately for risk management, quantitative
lightning prediction remains challenging. In this study, we evaluate
the accuracy of LSTM neural network model variants on thunder-
storm severity using remote sensing weather data. These LSTM
model variants are LSTM-FC, CNN-LSTM, and ConvLSTM vari-
ants. The CNN-LSTM and ConvLSTM models recognize spatio-
temporal features, which assist processing. The data used consists
of lightning detection network (LDN) data from the SALDN and
weather-feature information from the network of weather sta-
tions operated by the SAWS. We forecast thunderstorm severity
every hour, as quantified by lightning flash frequency, between
December-2013 and March-2016 for North-Eastern South Africa.
Models were trained on data between July-2008 and November-
2013. All models minimized MSE but evaluated on mean ab-
solute error (MAE flashes.hr−1). We also varied models based
on input datasets: SALDN-only, SAWS-only, and SALDN+SAWS
datasets. We found the CNN-LSTM model (MAE=51) performed
best among LSTM model variants (LSTM-FC MAE=67; Con-
vLSTM MAE=86). When models were evaluated between input
datasets, we found that SALDN only (MAE=59) outperformed
SAWS only and SALDN+SAWS (SAWS MAE=74; SAWS+SALDN
MAE=70). We conclude that CNN-LSTM models outperform
prediction accuracy compared with ConvLSTM and LSTM-FC
models but consideration on input data is required.

Index Terms—Convolutional neural network (CNN), deep
learning, long short-term memory (LSTM), lightning, recurrent
neural network (RNN), risk management, thunderstorm severity.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IGHTNING dominates attention wherever and whenever
it arises. The electrostatic discharge of the phenomenon

causes damage to electrical infrastructure, forest fires, and
even worse—loss of life. Lightning is responsible for about
20% of all electrical distribution outages in South Africa [1].
Further, it is estimated that, on average, 264-people die
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Fig. 1. Lightning attachment process of a typical negative cloud to ground
lightning flash. Timescale is in milliseconds. Redrawn and adapted from [3].

from lightning events in South Africa every year [2]. As
lightning flashes cannot be prevented or ameliorated, knowing
whether an impending storm will be severe (a large number
of lightning flashes) will assist in relief preparation and risk
management.

South Africa frequently experiences lightning events. The
summer rainfall regions are dominated by convective storms
and a large portion of these regions receive over 60 thunder-
storm days a year, while areas over Gauteng and Mpumalanga
provinces record on average between 10 and 15 lightning
flashes/km2/year [4].

The typical charge structure of a thundercloud consists of tens
of Coulombs of positive charge in the upper portion of the cloud
and a similar amount of negative charge in the lower portion.
A small positive charge is also usually found below the main
negative charge center Fig. 1. These electrostatically charged
regions form due to the collision of graupel (soft hail) pellets
and lighter ice crystals [3], [12], [13]. The positively charged
ice-crystals are lighter and are therefore more easily carried to
the upper portion of the thundercloud, typically 10 km above sea
level [3]. The negatively charged graupel pellets are heavier and
sink to lower portion of the cloud, typically 6–8 km above sea
level.

As the electrostatic field due to this charge separation within
the thundercloud increases, an initial discharge breakdown
(called the stepped leader) can occur and move out from the
cloud (shown in Fig. 1 at 1.2 ms) [14]. Lightning attachment
occurs when a downward leader from a cloud and an up-
ward leader from the earth connect (shown in Fig. 1 at 20–
20.20 ms). In a subsequent process termed the first return stroke,
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RECENT THUNDERSTORM AND LIGHTNING PREDICTION STUDIES USING ML TECHNIQUES

the negative electric charge from the stepped leader flow through
the established channel to earth, resulting in the luminous stroke
that we commonly observe (shown in Fig. 1 at 20.20 ms). Once
the current in the first return stroke has stopped flowing, a
lightning flash may either end or develop a subsequent stroke.
If the lightning discharge ends, this is called a single-stroke
lightning flash. However, in 80% of negative lightning flashes
in temperate regions contain more than one stroke, usually three
to five subsequent strokes (this process is indicated in Fig. 1 at
62.05 ms) [3], [15].

Most lightning flashes occur between clouds, which is termed
intracloud (IC) lightning. Cloud-to-ground (CG) however, light-
ning is generally of more interest due to it is greater influence on
human activity. The ratio of IC/CG varies based on the location
and weather conditions in a region. Additionally, the IC/CG flash
ratio may vary during a thunderstorm [16]. In South Africa, the
estimated IC/CG ratio value is 3:1–the most commonly used
ratio for the mid-latitude region [17].

The prediction of thunderstorm and lightning occurrence is
challenging. It is a nonlinear, multifactorial, stochastic problem
with multiple dependencies. As such, the rise of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and machine learning (ML) prediction techniques
could lead to new advancement in weather monitoring and
prediction. Research into this area has already begun with a

number of different ML techniques being investigated [5]–[11].
The details of these studies are further discussed in Section II
and Table I. While these studies show some successful use of
such techniques, they all focus on the prediction of lightning and
thunderstorm occurrence within a region but do not consider any
measure of the severity of the thunderstorm that may occur.

In this article, we investigate the utility of deep learning
neural networks in predicting the severity of an impending thun-
derstorm. This is done by comparing different long short-term
memory (LSTM) variant models trained on lightning location
system data and weather station data and predicting the number
(or frequency) of lightning flash in a region as an estimate of
thunderstorm severity. This can assist in choosing appropriate
lightning risk management strategies. A review of the most
recent studies is presented in the next section, followed by a
description of the data and the LSTM model variants used in this
study. The methodology and results are then presented and a final
discussion section summarizes the findings before concluding.

II. THUNDERSTORM AND LIGHTNING PREDICTION USING

ML TECHNIQUES

Researchers have used various ML techniques for the pre-
diction of thunderstorm and lightning occurrence over the
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last decade. A summary of some of the most recent of studies
is provided in Table I. Among these studies, ML techniques
including support vector machines, decision trees, regressions
and artificial neural networks have been explored, as well as
more commonly used numerical models. Datasets are typically
historical lightning and/or weather parameters, with the oc-
currence of lightning being predicted and compared with the
historical lightning dataset. In general, the prediction accuracy
achieved throughout the studies is high, although accuracy is
improving. Neural network techniques and models appear to
perform the best, likely due to their ability to model complex
nonlinearity of which we expect in a natural phenomenon such
as weather and thunderstorm behavior.

In addition to these studies, some more recent preliminary
results exist. In a recent study by Geng et al. a model called the
convolutional-LSTM neural network was used shows especially
good predictive power [18]. The authors used this neural network
with numerical weather prediction data and historical lightning
data and found it outperforms numerous other machine learning
tools for prediction of 6-h lightning occurrence. In South Africa,
a few mostly preliminary studies exist. Gijben et al. predicted
the likelihood of lightning occurrence using a stepwise logistic
regression on numerical weather prediction data [10]. An area
under curve value of 0.91 for the receiver operating characteristic
curve was achieved. A preliminary study by Booysens and Variri
used decision trees and naive Bayes methods to predict the
likelihood of lightning from satellite data sources. They found
a 97% spatial detection rate but only a 31% temporal detection
rate [19].

As noted previously, all these studies predict the probability
of the occurrence of a lightning event, but not the severity of the
thunderstorm or the number of lightning events that are likely to
happen during the thunderstorm duration. Only two preliminary
studies by the authors themselves investigate this prediction. The
first used a LSTM-FC neural network to predict lightning density
using LDN data only [20]. The authors predicted lightning with
a mean absolute error (MAE) of 2.95 flashes per hour for a high
lightning active area of 770 km2. The second compared three
models—auto regressive (AR), auto regressive integrated mov-
ing average (ARIMA) and the LSTM recurrent neural network
(RNN) (LSTM) models—using historical lightning data. The
AR and ARIMA models performed comparably with a MAPE of
15312 and 15080, respectively. The LSTM Model outperformed
considerably with a MAPE of 3705 [21]. This has lead to the
choice of models (and variants) used in this article.

III. REMOTE SENSING WEATHER DATA

This investigation utilizes two weather related datasets,
recorded from remote sensing systems—meteorological data
from automatic weather stations and lightning flash reports from
a lightning detection network (LDN).

A. SAWS Automatic Weather Stations

The South African Weather Service (SAWS) is a publicly
controlled entity overseen by the Ministry of Forestry, Fisheries,
and the Environment in South Africa [22]. One of SAWS’s main

Fig. 2. Location of selected SAWS stations in South Africa. These stations
represent the stations where data was available for this study. The green shaded
area represents the area that this study forecasted lightning within. This area was
chosen for its relatively high lightning frequency and abundance of available
weather station location.

Fig. 3. Time series of SAWS weather data used in this study. Average
of parameter readings from multiple automatic weather stations, the locations
of which are as shown in Fig. 2.

roles is to maintain and run a quality control process of South
Africa’s meteorological and climatological data. The measure-
ments include surface rainfall intensity, surface temperature,
surface humidity, windspeed, and pressure (among others)—
all which contribute to the build-up of a thundercloud. These
parameters are measured through a network of 231 automatic
weather stations around South Africa. The sensor locations are
shown in Fig. 2 [23]. The area chosen for this study is indicated
in green, as this area has a relatively high lightning frequency
occurrence and abundance of available weather station data.
These features are represented in a time series graph in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 shows a plot of the averaged value (average between
different weather station readings) of each of these measured
parameters (pressure, temperature, windspeed, humidity, and
surface rainfall amount). The correlation between these average
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Fig. 4. Correlogram (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) between weather
features from SAWS. Average readings for automatic weather stations locations
as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Locations of SALDN sensors. The green shaded area represents the
area that this study forecasted lightning within.

values of weather parameters can also be seen in the correlation
matrix shown in Fig. 4. This is calculated using Pearson’s
correlation coefficient and we note seasonality for all variables, a
negative correlation between pressure and temperature features
and a positive correlation between humidity and rain features.

B. The South African Lightning Detection Network

The South African Lightning Detection Network (SALDN)
is the most accurate instrument available for lightning detec-
tion in South Africa. As of 2015, it was composed of 24
Vaisala LS7000/01 series sensors that are spread across South
Africa [24], [25]. Currently, there are 25 Sensors with 18 LS7000
series, 4 LS7001, and 3 LS7002 sensors, as shown in Fig. 5 [26].
LDNs detect and geo-locate individual strokes which are then
grouped into flashes [24]. The SALDN has an estimated detec-
tion efficiency of around 90% [10], [27], [28]. It is important
to note that the SALDN network is designed to detect CG
lightning events, thus the network detects only a portion of total
lightning [10]. Fig. 6 shows a heatmap of lightning density for
South Africa during 2015.

Fig. 6. Heatmap of Lightning Density in South Africa for period July 2008 to
March 2016. Scale from Red (High) to Yellow (Low).

The lightning detection sensors relies on magnetic direction
finder (MDF) and/or time of arrival (TOA) methods for lightning
detection [29]. The MDF method measures changes in magnetic
field caused from a lightning stroke using two vertical, orthogo-
nal wire loop antennas [30]. The plane of each loop is oriented at
the North/South and East/West directions, respectively [31]. The
radiated field of a lightning flash induces a current in the loops
and by comparing the voltage signals between the two loops,
a direction to the flash can be determined. The TOA sensors
records the TOA of radio-waves derived from lightning strokes.
Together with other TOA sensors, the direction and location of
the source may be triangulated [30].

IV. LSTM RNN MODEL VARIANTS

RNN models are a category of artificial neural networks.
Unlike standard feed-forward neural networks, RNN mod-
els have feedback connections between explanatory variables.
This makes RNN models well suited for time-series modeling.
LSTM-RNN models additionally have an information filter sys-
tem called a cell. A cell is composed of an input gate, an output
gate, and a forget gate. The cell remembers values over arbitrary
time intervals and the three gates regulate the flow of information
into and out of the cell. LSTM-RNN networks are well-suited to
classifying, processing, and making predictions based on time
series data [32].

There are numerous varieties of LSTM-RNN networks. Of-
ten, models are used in combination with other neural network
architectures. Of interest to us are three models called the LSTM
fully-connected (LSTM-FC) model, the convolutional neural
network LSTM (CNN-LSTM) model and the convolutional-
LSTM (ConvLSTM) model.

A. CNN-LSTM

The CNN-LSTM model variant is a combination of CNN and
LSTM-RNN models, placed one after the other. CNNs are well-
adapted for image processing and recognition. They work by
learning matrix-shaped filter(s) that convolve through an image
to recognize features as shown in Fig. 7. These convolutional
operations allow for easier and quicker spatial encoding for
feature recognition [33]. For CNN-LSTM models, the data is
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the convolutional operation illustrating the spatial de-
pendency of input data. The convolutional input structure enables for spatial
encoding of input data. For ConvLSTM and CNN-LSTM neural networks, data
are also input temporally as depicted by the frame timestemps (ti,…, ti–n).
Redrawn and adapted from [34].

then passed onto an LSTM neural network for further process-
ing. This makes CNN-LSTM, especially well suited for image
predictions in a series, e.g., video and time-series geomapping.

B. ConvLSTM

The ConvLSTM model variant is similar to the CNN-LSTM
in its prediction of spatio-temporal data. The difference, though,
is in how the convolutional processing is implemented. In Con-
vLSTM, the LSTM cell gates also have convolutional opera-
tions [35]. By doing so, it captures the underlying spatial features
in multiple dimensions. ConvLSTM models have been used to
forecast a variety of weather features, such as precipitation [36].

C. LSTM-FC

The LSTM-FC model has two neural network architectures
placed one after the other. The data runs through a vanilla
LSTM model and then is passed through a fully-connected
artificial neural network. The latter dense network is required
to process the LSTM data into the required output for analysis.
The advantage of LSTM-FC models is that they can consider
all input combinations but this comes with a cost to efficiency.
Another drawback of LSTM-FC is that no spatial information
is encoded within the cell [33].

V. METHODOLOGY

Here, we discuss how the two datasets (SALDN and SAWS
Weather station data) are preprocessed for inputting, how the
LSTM model variants are implemented and run and how the
output predictions are veluated.

A. Input Datasets and Preprocessing

Lightning flashes. Data were obtained through the SALDN
network for the period between 7 July 2008 and 17 March 2016,
representing in excess of 140×106 lightning flashes. For each
prediction, we input hourly lightning flash data for 240 previous

(1-h) time-steps, and also 240 previous (1-h) time-steps for same
period of the previous year. Spatially, we input lightning flashes
in the area with co-ordinates (23◦S, 26◦E) & (27.5◦S, 26◦E) &
(23◦S, 30.5◦E) & (27.5◦S, 30.5◦E).

Weather Variables. Data were sourced from the SAWS for
the period between 07 July 2008 and 17 March 2016. Variables
included wind speed, humidity, surface temperature, pressure,
and rainfall intensity. We did input hourly weather data for
240 time-steps prior to the prediction time-step for automatic
weather stations that fell within the same area as the lightning-
flash data.

Scaling. All data were scaled. For the CNN-LSTM and
LSTM-FC models, data were scaled according to the quartile
ranges (first and third quartile, Robust Scalar SKLearn Version
0.23.2). This managers outliers. For the ConvLSTM model, we
used a 0–1 scalar (MinMaxScaler, SKLearn Version 0.23.2).
Missing values in the SAWS dataset were imputed with the
median value for the respective area.

B. Model Variant Implementation

Models were coded in Python language with Jupyter notebook
server 6.1.4 (Python version 3.8.5., Tensorflow version 2.4.1.,
and Keras version 2.4.3). Models were run on AmazonSage-
Maker with notebook instance ml.m5.4xlarge. We used keras
LSTM, keras ConvLSTM2D, and keras Conv2D for LSTM-FC,
ConvLSTM, and CNN-LSTM models, respectively. The hyper-
paramaters are noted below.

LSTM-FC. The LSTM-FC model error was minimized based
on mean squared error (MSE) with Adam as the optimizer [37].
Epochs were 30. The model consisted of 3 × Tensorflow keras
LSTM layers, 1 × dense layer:

1) Layer 1: units=100, return sequences=True, dropout=0.2
2) Layer 2: units=50, return sequences=True
3) Layer 3: units=50
4) Layer 4: dense later, of 49 units, activation was Leaky-

Rectified Linear Unit (alpha=0.15)
CNN-LSTM. The CNN-LSTM model error was minimized on

MSE, with Adam as the optimizer. Epochs were 3. The model
consisted of 2×Tensorflow keras Conv2D layers, 1 keras LSTM
layer, and 1 dense layer consisting of

1) Layer 1: filters=20, kernel size=3, padding=same
2) Layer 2: filters=20, kernel size=3, padding=same
3) Layer 3: LSTM layer, input=64
4) Layer 4: dense layer of 49 units, activation was Leaky-

Rectified Linear Unit with (alpha=0.05)
ConvLSTM. The ConvLSTM model error was minimized on

MSE, with Adam as the optimizer. Epochs was between 3 to 5.
The model consisted of 2 × Tensorflow keras ConvLSTM2D
layers, 2 × dense layers consisting of

1) Layer 1: filters=20, kernel size=(3,3), return sequences
=True

2) Layer 2: filters=20, kernel size=(3,3), return sequences
=True

3) Layer 3: dense layer of 49 units, activation was Leaky-
Rectified Linear Unit with (alpha=0.05)

4) Layer 4: dense layer of 49 units, activation was Rectified
Linear Unit
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C. Model Runs

All model variants were run for input features as 1) SAWS
data only, 2) SALDN data only, and 3) SAWS and SALDN data;
models were repeated 3–5 times. Models were trained on data
between 07 July 2008 and 05 May 2013. Models were tested
on data from 05 May 2013 to 18 March 2016. This represents a
70/30% train/test split.

D. Outputs

We predicted lightning frequency for an area between 26.5◦E
to 30◦E longitude and 23.5◦S to 27◦S latitude every hour for the
test period. This is represented as the shaded area in Fig. 2. This
area was chosen due to the relatively high lightning frequency
and relative abundance of automatic weather stations. Negative
predicted lightning flash values were adjusted to 0. It should
be noted that the predicted area is smaller and can be found
within the area from which input data is selected. This is to
allow for better predictions using data from the surrounding
area.

E. Performance Metrics

We assessed model performance based on MAE and trained
on MSE.

MAE =

n∑
i=1

|yi − xi|
n

(1)

MSE =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(yi − xi)
2. (2)

Let n = the number of data points, yi is prediction value, and
xi is actual value. MAE is a common measure of forecast error
in time series analysis [38]. It is an arithmetic average of the
absolute errors.

F. Limitations

Results from this study do not apply to other locations; for
this, training will need to be repeated. Further, as lightning is
stochastic, generalizations may be inferred at best.

VI. RESULTS

We show the evaluation of the prediction of lightning fre-
quency (our measure of thunderstorm severity) based on first
the input data (SALDN or SAWS or both) and second by
LSTM model variant. The prediction characteristics are then
discussed.

A. Evaluation of Input Features

We assessed model performance based on input datasets
and display the results in Tables II–IV. Here, we find that
when input features are from the SALDN dataset only, the
LSTM models had less predictive error then when input was
SAWS only or SALDN+SAWS dataset. When all LSTM model
variant predictions are combined, SALDN only as the input
dataset produced the least error with a combined MAE of 59

TABLE II
LIGHTNING FREQUENCY PREDICTION ERROR VALUES FOR LSTM-FC

MODEL BASED ON INPUT DATASETS. UNITS ARE FLASHES.HR−1 FOR THE

PREDICTED AREA

TABLE III
LIGHTNING FREQUENCY PREDICTION ERROR VALUES FOR CNN-LSTM

MODEL BASED ON INPUT DATASETS. UNITS ARE FLASHES.HR−1 FOR THE

PREDICTED AREA

TABLE IV
LIGHTNING FREQUENCY PREDICTION ERROR VALUES FOR CONVLSTM

MODEL BASED ON INPUT DATASETS. UNITS ARE FLASHES.HR−1 FOR THE

PREDICTED AREA

flashes.hr−1 (see Table V). Input datasets as SAWS only and
SALDN+SAWS had MAE (flashes.hr−1) values of 74 and 70,
respectively. Standard deviations were relatively high at 298,
333, and 318 for SALDN, SAWS, and SALDN+SAWS datasets,
respectively (see Table V).

All of the LSTM variant models individually also predicted
the least error with the SALDN only dataset, followed by
either SAWS only or SALDN+SAWS datasets, as illustrated in
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TABLE V
AVERAGE LIGHTNING FREQUENCY PREDICTION ERROR FOR LSTM VARIANT

MODELS FOR ALL INPUT DATASETS

Fig. 8. Cumulative lightning frequency prediction error (MAE) of CNN-
LSTM model for each input dataset for test period. Error bars indicate standard
error of the mean.

Fig. 9. Cumulative lightning frequency prediction error (MAE) of LSTM-FC
model for each input dataset for test period. Error bars indicate standard error
of the mean.

Figs. 8–10. These figures show cumulative error for each input
dataset.

B. Evaluation of LSTM Variant Models

The CNN-LSTM model outperformed LSTM-FC and Con-
vLSTM models for prediction accuracy. In Table VI, we see
that the combined MAE was 51 flashes.hr−1 for the CNN-LSTM
model, compared to 67 and 86 for the LSTM-FC and ConvLSTM
models, respectively. The CNN-LSTM model also outperformed

Fig. 10. Cumulative lightning frequency prediction error (MAE) of ConvL-
STM model for each input dataset for test period. Error bars indicate standard
error of the mean.

TABLE VI
AVERAGE LIGHTNING FREQUENCY PREDICTION ERROR FOR INPUT DATASETS

FOR ALL LSTM VARIANT MODELS

Fig. 11. Cumulative actual lightning frequency and cumulative lightning
frequency prediction values by ConvLSTM model for each input combination
during test period. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

LSTM-FC and ConvLSTM models for each input dataset (see
Table II–Table IV). The CNN-LSTM model produced a MAE
value of 45 flashes.hr−1 when features were SALDN dataset
only.

C. Prediction Characteristics

We note that the ConvLSTM thunderstorm severity predic-
tions were less responsive to input data compared to other LSTM
model variants, as visualized in Fig. 11. The variability was
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Fig. 12. Cumulative actual lightning frequency and cumulative lightning
frequency prediction values by CNN-LSTM model for each input combination
during test period. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

Fig. 13. Cumulative actual lightning frequency and cumulative lightning
frequency prediction values by LSTM-FC model for each input combination
during test period. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

Fig. 14. Kernel density estimate plot showing lightning frequency prediction
error distribution for each LSTM variant model. MAE units are flashes.hr−1.

smoother for the ConvLSTM model for all inputs compared to
LSTM-FC and ConvLSTM models (see Figs. 12 and 13).

Distributions of prediction errors of all the LSTM variant
models indicate that the models predicted most points accu-
rately; but there were a number of heavy weighted outliers, as
indicated in the kernel density plot in Fig. 14. ConvLSTM has

a prediction bias while LSTM-FC and CNN-LSTM distribution
was centered close to zero.

VII. DISCUSSION

Our results indicate two main learning points. First, we
find that the CNN-LSTM model provides the best accuracy
as assessed by MAE (see Table VI, Fig. 8). Second, models
with SALDN only as input outperformed SAWS only and
SALDN+SAWS as input datasets (see Tables III and VI).

Evaluation Between LSTM Variant Models. The evidence that
CNN-LSTM models outperforms LSTM-FC is substantial in
weather predictions [39], [40]. The research on ConvLSTM
performance is scant though. We note that the ConvLSTM model
was less able to adjust for short-term weather changes, resulting
in smoother graph predictions (see Fig. 11). Further, the kernel
density estimation plot for ConvLSTM indicates bias in error
prediction as errors are not centered.

Evaluation Between Input Features. Models with only the
SALDN dataset as the input did outperform in terms of MAE
compared to SAWS data and SALDN+SAWS datasets. We
speculate that the SAWS input data did not increase predictive
power because the introduced noise counteracted the possibility
of formulating a more complex weather model. To clarify by
using an example: although we may require hot temperatures as a
prerequisite for thundercloud formation, only a small percentage
of hot days will lead to thunderclouds.

Another explanation could be the lack of atmospheric weather
data, as opposed to the surface weather data used in this study.
Thundercloud formation requires three ingredients: atmospheric
instability, atmospheric moisture, and a trigger mechanism. Sur-
face weather data is unlikely to capture the required atmospheric
instability and moisture profiles required for thunderstorm for-
mation. Heat on the other is only one of several possible trig-
ger mechanisms required for thundercloud development, where
other sources such as topography and moisture boundaries to
name a few could also trigger convection. Atmospheric weather
data may therefore be better suited for lightning prediction, and
static inputs such as topography could also be considered in the
future.

We have done further analysis to rule out some other pos-
sibilities. We do not believe that the model(s) were not trained
enough. We have trained models with many more network layers
to test for additional “intelligence.”

The lack of continuity of SAWS weather data may explain the
disparity between the CNN-LSTM and ConvLSTM models per-
formance [41], and also provides guidance for future research.
Our weather data was not available uniformly thus making it dif-
ficult for features to become apparent. The CNN-LSTM model
may be better suited as it relies less on the spatial-dependency
of the model. Also, the smoother cumulative prediction may
indicate an inability for the ConvLSTM to detect features.
A possible solution would be to use satellite weather and light-
ing information instead, although there will be a tradeoff of
weather feature accuracy [42], [43]. An additional benefit of
using satellite data is that the neural network models may detect
cumulonimbus cloud structure [44], [45].
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VIII. CONCLUSION

We have found that the CNN-LSTM (MAE=51 flashes.hr−1)
outperforms LSTM-FC and ConvLSTM for hourly lightning
frequency predictions in South Africa (LSTM-FC MAE=67;
ConvLSTM MAE=86) for the predicted area. This is because
the CNN-LSTM model is able to recognize spatio-temporal
features, which assist in prediction accuracy. We also found
that using SALDN only as the input dataset (MAE=59) did
outperform using both SAWS only and SALDN+SAWS as input
datasets (SAWS MAE=74; SALDN+SAWS MAE=70). This
study has given direction for the implementation of spatio-
temporal neural networks for the quantitative management of
thunderstorm severity. We hope future work will build on this.
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